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Abstract 
Yu, X., On neighbourhood line graphs, Discrete Mathematics 91 (1991) 295-309. 
In this paper we study relationships between neighbourhood line graphs and a certain type of 
design. We answer some questions posed by Neumaier (41. 
1. Introduction 
In [4], Neumaier asks the following questions (we quote him here): 
Let D be a design with the following property: 
Any two distinct points are in 0 or 2 common blocks, and any 
two distinct blocks have at most 2 common points. (S) 
For example, D may be obtained from a semibiplane (see below for a 
definition) by deletion of some points. Let G be the point graph of D, two points 
being adjacent iff they are in some common block. Then, for each x E G, the 
graph G(x) induced on the neighbours of x is a line graph (see e.g. Cameron et 
al. [l] for a definition). 
Question 1. Can every design with property (S) be completed to a semibiplane? 
Question 2. Is every graph G with the property that all neighbourhoods G(x), 
x E G, are line graphs the point graph of a design with property (S)? 
Note that a line graph G is a graph such that its vertex set is the edge set of 
another graph H and two vertices are adjacent if the corresponding edges are 
adjacent in H. Also note that any induced subgraph of a line graph is again a line 
graph. 
We have several problems with this, all involving definitions, namely: (a) what 
is a design? (b) how are points deleted from a semibiplane? and (c) what does 
‘completed’ mean? Since the only reference given for these terms is Hughes [3], 
we start with the definitions provided there. 
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Definition 1. A design is a structure (V, B) (where V is the set of points and B is 
the set of blocks) satisfying: 
(1) every block is a proper subset of V, 
(2) for any A, B EB, JAJ = 1B1, 
(3) for each B E B, l< IBI < 11/l, 
(4) for any u, v in V, there are Bo, B1, . . . , B, in B such that u E B,, v E Bk 
andBi_,flBi#Ofori=1,2 ,..., k. 
Note that condition (4) is called the connected condition and it is equivalent to 
the condition that the point graph is connected. So we actually deal only with 
connected graphs. Also note that if a design has (S), then each block has at least 
three points (provided that IV1 > 3). 
Definition 2. A semibiplane is a design (V, B) with the following properties: 
(1) IV = PI> 
(2) every point appears in the same number of blocks, 
(3) two distinct points are in 0 or 2 common blocks, 
(4) two distinct blocks contain 0 or 2 common points. 
Hughes [3] does not discuss deletions and completions, but the following seems 
to be what is intended. 
Definition 3. A design (V, B) is said to be obtained from a design (V’, B’) by the 
deletion of a subset J of V’ if V = V’\J and for any subset B of V, B E B iff 
B U I E B’ for some subset I of J. 
We say that a design (V, B) can be completed to a design (V’, B) if (V, B) can 
be obtained from (V’, B’) by the deletion of some points. 
Using these definitions, we will show that the answers to both questions are 
negative. 
But first, we give a counterexample to Neumaier’s claim that the point graph 
G of a design with (S) must also have the property that for any vertex x of G, 
G(x) is a line graph. For convenience, we call G a neighbourhood line graph if for 
any vertex x of G, G(x) is a line graph. Note that an induced subgraph of a 
neighbourhood line graph is also a neighbourhood line graph. 
Pick any graph H that is not a neighbourhood line graph (for example 
H = K1,1,3) and construct a new graph G from H by adding to each edge of H two 
vertices and adding all edges among these two vertices and the two vertices of 
that edge, so that these four vertices induce a K4. Let D = (V, B) where 
V = V(G) and B = {all triangles in those K,‘s}. Then D is a design that has (S) 
and G is its point graph. However, G is not a neighbourhood line graph since its 
induced subgraph H is not a neighbourhood line graph. 
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Now for Question 1, we assume that D is a design with (S) which can be 
completed to a semibiplane D’. Since any two blocks of D have same cardinality, 
the points are deleted from D’ to get D in such a way that each block of D’ has 
the same number of points being deleted except for those in which every point is 
deleted. We claim that if Y is a point of D, then the number k, of blocks 
containing u in D is equal to the number kh of blocks containing v in D’. To see 
this, we first notice that if B, and B2 are two distinct blocks of D containing 21, 
then there are subsets Z, and Z, of V’ \ V such that B, U II and B2 U I2 are blocks of 
D’, and they are distinct. On the other hand, if Bi and Bk are two distinct blocks 
of D’, then BI\(V’\V) and B;\ (V' \ V) are two blocks of D and they are 
distinct (otherwise, Bi and B; would contain a common block of D, and hence B; 
and B; would have at least three points in common, a contradiction). So we have 
k,, = k:. Hence, every point of D appears in the same number of blocks in D. So 
we can select a graph H which is not regular and construct a new graph G and the 
design D in the same way by adding K4 to each edge as above. Then D cannot be 
completed to a semibiplane since there are two points in D for which the numbers 
of blocks containing them are different. Therefore the answer to Question 1 is 
negative. 
For Question 2, we first notice that if D is a design, then each block of D must 
have at least three points. If G is the point graph of D, then each edge of G must 
lie on a triangle. Let G be a neighbourhood line graph with one edge uv lying on 
only one triangle. If G is the point graph of a design D with (S), then there is only 
one block of D containing u and u, which contradicts (S). Hence the answer to 
Question 2 is also negative. 
In the above, problems are caused by the definition of a design, especially the 
condition that each block have the same number of points. That leads to the idea 
that a ‘weak design’ seems to be an appropriate vehicle. 
Definition. A weak design is a structure (V, I?) which satisfies all conditions of a 
design except that the cardinalities of blocks of a weak design may be different. 
Hence, a design is a weak design. If we change design to weak design, 
Neumaier’s claim (the point graph of a design is a neighbourhood line graph) is 
still false and Question 1 still has a negative answer. But for Question 2, we will 
show that if G is a neighbourhood line graph with each edge lying on a triangle, 
then G is the point graph of some weak design with (S). 
2. Definitions and notation 
For convenience, we make the following definitions and notation: 
If D is a design, then we also use D to denote the collection of blocks of D. 
Let K be a collection of subgraphs of G. A subgraph is said to be K-covered if 
it is contained in some member of K. otherwise it is K-uncovered. 
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Note. If K is contained in L, then a K-covered edge is also L-covered and an 
L-uncovered edge is also K-uncovered. 
The collection K is said to have (S’) if each edge of G is K-covered at most 
twice and any two distinct members of K have at most one edge in common. 
A clique is a maximal complete subgraph. If A is a clique of G, then we also 
use A to denote its vertex set, and if A has k vertices, then we call it a k-clique. 
If u and Y are two vertices of G, then u - v means that u is adjacent to v and 
u -t v means that u is not adjacent to Y. 
3. Line graphs 
The reader can find most of the following in [2]. 
Theorem A. The following three statements are equivalent: 
(1) G i.~ a line graph, 
(2) G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to one of the graphs in Fig. 1, 
(3) G has a Krausz partition. 
Those nine graphs in Fig. 1 are called the forbidden graphs (for a line graph). 
Note that graph (1) is K1,3 and graph (9) is W,. 
A Krau.sz partition of a graph G is a collection of complete subgraphs satisfying 
the following three conditions: 
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e colgi. dg e of the graph is contained in exactly one member of the 
(iii) any vertex of the graph is contained in exactly two members of the 
collection. 
An important fact about the Krausz partition of a line graph is that every clique 
with more than 3 vertices of the graph is in the partition and the partition is 
unique for connected graphs except for four graphs each of which has at most five 
vertices. 
Note that if G is a line graph in which each edge lies on a triangle, then we can 
construct a weak design D with (S) as follows: 
Step 1: D contains each clique with at least three vertices, 
Step 2: D contains each edge which is in only one clique of size 23. 
It is not difficult to prove that D is a weak design with (S) by using the property 
of the Krausz partition. It is certainly obvious that G is the point graph of D. 
In what follows, we are going to use the same idea to prove our main theorem. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to construct the desired weak design, but we can 
prove that there is one. 
4. The construction of Q 
We only need to consider Question 2 for connected graphs. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, G is a connected neighbourhood line graph. 
If G is a point graph of some weak design D with (S), then each edge of G is in a 
triangle. For, if an edge is in no triangle, then it can be in only one block of D, 
which contradicts (S). 
Lemma 1. Zf A and B are two distinct cliques of size at least 5, then IA fl BI < 2. 
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Assume that IA rl BI 2 3. Let u, v and w be 
in A f~ B, let y E A\B and z E B\A so that y + z. Then in G(u), the unique 
Krausz partition of the component of G(u) containing u would have two 
members A \u and B \u having a common edge, a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 2. There are no three distinct cliques A, B, C of size at least 4 such that 
AnB=Bf-IC=CrlA={a,b}. 
Proof.Let A={a,b,c,d ,... }, B={a,b,e,f ,... } and C={a,b,g,h ,... } 
(see Fig. 2) such that c +-f and c +g. To avoid K1,3 in G(a) or G(b), we can 
assume that f -g. If f - h, then C is not a 4-clique. Since f $ C, the clique of size 
~5 containing {a, b, f, g, h} # C would have a triangle in common with C, which 
contradicts Lemma 1. So we assume that f + h. Similarly, let g + e. Hence c - e 
and c -h, and therefore h 4 d and e + d. Thus h -e. So {a, b, c, e, h} is 
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contained in a clique of size 2.5 which is different from B (in this situation B 
cannot be a 4-clique) and has a common triangle with B, 
Lemma 1. That completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 2. No three distinct cliques with size at least 5 have a 
which contradicts 
common edge. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, we would have the same situation as in 
three cliques exist. 0 
Lemma 2 if these 
According to Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, we can construct 
collections of subgraphs of G in the following way. 
a collection Q of 
For any K in Q, K contains all cliques of size 25 and contains as few 4-cliques 
as possible under the condition that K covers as many distinct edges as possible 
and satisfies (S’). 
Now if each edge of G is K-covered at least once for some K in Q, then we can 
add to K all those edges which are K-covered exactly once to get a new collection 
D. Then D is a weak design with (S) and G is the point graph of D. 
Otherwise, there are edges of G which are K-uncovered for each K in Q. 
Hence those edges cannot be in any clique of size 25, and they must be in some 
4-clique or 3-clique. 
5. K-uncovered edges in 4-cliques 
Lemma 3. For any K in Q, if uv is a K-uncovered edge in a 4-clique 
T = {u, v, w, x}, then each edge in the 4-clique 
most once. 
except possibly wx is K-covered at 
Proof. Assume that VW is K-covered twice, say by A={v,w,y,z ,... } and 
B = {v, w, s, t, . . .}. Then A fl B = {v, w} by (S’). By Lemma 2, the case that 
A f~ T = {v, w} = B fl T is impossible. So we can assume that A fl T = {v, w, x}, 
B fl T = {v, w} (see Fig. 3). 
We can also assume that y #n and that y 7~ t, since if y - both s and t, then the 
member of K containing {s, t, v, w, y} would have a triangle in common with A. 
It is obvious that y + U. Hence t - u, so s + u, and therefore y -s. But s +x by 
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(S’), so in G(w) the induced subgraph on {v, s, t, u, x, y} is isomorphic to Ws, a 
contradiction. Hence, VW is K-covered at most once. The same argument works 
for the edges ux, uw and ux. 0 
Corollary 3. For any K in Q, a 4-clique can contain at most three K-uncovered 
edges, and all such edges must have a common vertex. Furthermore, if a 4-clique 
has two K-uncovered edges at one vertex, then the triangle on the other three 
vertices is K-covered. 
Proof. It is not difficult to check that if one of the conclusions above fails, then 
we can add the 4-clique to K without destroying (S’), and this contradicts the 
choice of K. q 
Lemma 4. If a 4-clique T = {u, v, w, x} contains a K-uncovered edge uv and the 
edge wx is K-covered twice by both A and B, then either u E A and v E B or vice 
versa. 
Proof. Assume that the lemma is not true. Since the case that “A f~ T = 
{w, x} = B fl T” is not possible by Lemma 2, we only have the situation that one 
of A and B intersects T at a triangle and the other intersects T at {w, x}, 
We might as well assume that A fl T = {u, w, x} and y is another vertex in A. 
We can also select a new vertex z from B such that z #y, by (S’) of K. Since 
y+v, 2 - v. Hence z + u. Now if there is another vertex t in B, then either t -y 
or t - v. If t - v, then v E B. So we assume that t + v, and then t - y. Also t 7~ u, 
since otherwise {t, u, x, w, y} would be contained in A, contradicting (S’). Hence 
the induced subgraph of G(x) on {t, u, v, w, y, z} is isomorphic to W,, a 
contradiction (see Fig. 4). 0 
6. The construction of Q’ 
Pick any K from Q and construct a series of collections with (S’) as follows: 
K1 = K U {a triangle in a 4-clique with two edges K-uncovered}, 
K2 = K1 U {a triangle in a 4-clique with two edges K,-uncovered}, 
. . . . . . 
K,,, = K,_, U {a triangle in a 4-clique with two edges K,_,-uncovered}. 
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Lemma 5. if we cannot continue the process above at the stage of K,,, without 
destroying (S’), then no 4-clique has two K,,,-uncovered edges. 
Proof. By Corollary 3, we assume that there is a 4-clique T = {u, v, w, x} with 
two K,,,-uncovered edges uv and uw. Since we cannot add the triangle {u, v, w} 
to Km while preserving (S’), VW is Km-covered twice. Since uv and uw are 
K-uncovered, by Corollary 3, {v, w, x} is K-covered. By Lemma 3, one of the 
two members of Km covering VW is in K,,, \K, say B = {v, w, t}. Thus tv and tw 
are K-uncovered, and hence t fx and t # u by the choice of K. Also, let the 
member of K covering {v, w, x} be A = {v, w, x, s, . .}, where we can select s 
different from u, x and t (Fig. 5). 
Again, by Lemma 3, t + u. Since s + u, s - t. Thus A is a 4-clique. Otherwise, 
let r be another vertex in A; then r + u and r +- t, and so the induced subgraph of 
G(w) on {r, t, u, v} is isomorphic to K1,3, a contradiction. 
Hence, we can change K to L = (K\A) U {T, {s, t, v, w}} while preserving 
(S’). It is easy to see that L covers more edges than K, that is, L contradicts the 
choice of K, which completes the proof. 0 
So we can construct a new collection Q’ as follows: 
Q’ = {Km: Km is obtained from some K in Q as above such that K,,, uses as few 
members as possible under the condition that it covers as many distinct edges as 
possible and satisfies (S’)}. 
If for some K’ in Q’, each edge of G is K’-covered, then we can construct our 
desired weak design D by simply adding to K’ all those edges which are 
K’-covered exactly once. 
7. K’-uncovered edges in 4-cliques; the construction of Q” 
Pick any K’ from Q’. Then there is a K in Q such that K’ = K,,,. According to 
Lemma 5, any 4-clique of G contains at most one K’-uncovered edge. We can 
construct a series of collections with (S’) based on K’: 
K; = K’ U {a triangle in some 4-clique with one edge K’-uncovered}, 
K; = Ki U {a triangle in some 4-clique with one edge Ki-uncovered}, 
. . . . . . 
KA = KA_, U {a triangle in some 4-clique with one edge KA_,-uncovered} . 
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So we can construct Q” as follows: 
QV = {K;: K:, . 1s o bt ained from some K’ in Q’ as above such that KA uses as few 
members as possible under the condition that it covers as many distinct edges as 
possible and satisfies (S’)}. 
Note that for each K” in Q”, we can associate a K’ in Q’ and a K in Q in a 
natural way. 
Lemma 6. For each K’ in Q’, no edge is K’-covered twice by two triangles. 
Proof. If one edge of G is K’-covered by two triangles A and B, then one of the 
two triangles, say A, has its edges all K-uncovered. So the 4-clique containing A 
would be in K, a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 7. If T = {u, v, w, x} is a 4-clique with uv K-uncovered, then uv, uw, ux, 
VW and vx cannot be K’-covered twice. 
Proof. Since uv is K-uncovered, uv is K’-covered at most once by Lemma 6 and 
VW and vx are K-covered at most once. 
If VW is K’-covered twice, then there is a vertex r such that rv and rw are 
K-uncovered and {r, v, w} is in some 4-clique. Certainly r # u or x. By Corollary 
3, r + u (see Fig. 6.1). We also claim that r +x, since otherwise there is a vertex q 
such that {q, v, w, x} is contained in some clique in K. Thus q + r and q + u. 
Therefore the induced subgraph of G(w) on {q, r, u, v} is isomorphic to K1,3r a 
contradiction. So we can find another vertex q such that {q, r, v, w} is a 4-clique. 
By Corollary 3, {q, v, w} is K-covered, so there is a vertex p such that 
{p, q, v, w} is K-covered. Hence p is different from r and u. If p #x (see Fig. 
6.2), then p +r. To avoid a K1,3 in G(v), we need p -u and p -x. Therefore 
{p, u, v, w, x} is K-covered, a contradiction. So we assume that p =x (see Fig. 
6.3). By the same argument as for the case p #x, we can assume that {q, v, w, x} 
is a 4-clique. Hence (K\ {q, v, w, x}) U {{q, r, v, w}} contradicts the choice of K. 
So VW is K’-covered only once. 
Similarly, uw, ux and vx are K’-covered only once. 0 
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Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let T = {u, v, w, x} be a 4-clique with uv 
K-uncovered and assume that at least one of UW, ux and at least one of VW, vx is 
K-covered twice. We might as well assume that ux is K”-covered twice. We have 
two cases depending on whether ux is K-covered or not. 
Case 1: ux is K-uncovered. 
In this case, the two members of K” containing ux are triangles, say 
A = {a, x, t} and B = {u, x, s}. 
(a) A = {u, x, w}; that is, t = w (see Fig. 7.1). 
If A $ K’, then A E K”\K’, and so exactly one of ux, uw and wx is 
K’-uncovered. Hence we have two K’-uncovered edges in the 4-clique T, which 
contradicts Lemma 5. So we assume that A E K’. Then there is at least another 
K-uncovered edge in A, and it is uw by Corollary 3. Also by Lemma 6, B 4 K’. 
Thus one of su and sx is K’-uncovered. Note that uw is only K’-covered once by 
Lemma 6. Hence uw is (K’\A)-uncovered, and therefore L’ = (K’\A) U {B} is 
in Q’, but T has two L’-uncovered edges, which contradicts Lemma 5. 
(b) A # {u, w, x} #B (see Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). 
If A 4 K’ and B $ K’, then ux is K’-uncovered, which contradicts Lemma 5. 
We might as well let A E K’. Then by Lemma 6, B 4 K’, and thus exactly one 
of tx and tu is K-uncovered, since ux is K-uncovered and A is in some 4-clique. 
Also one of su and sx is K’-uncovered, and hence s + v by Lemma 5. 
If t +s, then t - II, and so t + w, and hence s - w (to avoid K,,, in G(u) or 
G(x)). Therefore by Lemma 3, tu is K-uncovered, and by Corollary 3, {t, v, x} 
and {v, w, x} are both K-covered, so the edge vx is K-covered twice (since 
t + w), which contradicts Lemma 3 (see Fig. 7.2). So we assume that t -s (see 
Fig. 7.3). 
If su is K’-uncovered, then tu is K-uncovered. Hence by Lemma 6, tu is 
(K’\A)-uncovered. Also ux is (K’\A)-uncovered. Thus L’ = (K’\A) U {{s, t, u}, 
{u, v, x}} contradicts the choice of K’. Hence, sx is K’-uncovered, and so tx is 
K-uncovered. By Lemma 6, tx is (K’\A)-uncovered. Therefore L’ = (K’\A) U 
{{s, t, x}, {u, v, x}} contradicts the choice of K’. 
Case 2: ax is K-covered. 
In this case, we only have one member of K covering UX, say, A = 
{a, x, t, . . .}. Also we have a triangle in K” covering ux, say, B = {a, x, s}. We 
can certainly assume that the vertices s, t, u, v, w and x are all distinct. In 
particular, s # w. Otherwise, if B E K’, then uw and wx are K-uncovered, which 
contradicts Corollary 3. So B E K”\K’, and this contradicts Lemma 5. 
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Subcase 2.1: w $ A. We can select the vertex t so that t + s. Hence either t - w 
or s - w. 
If t-w, then t+u, so s - Y and s + w (see Fig. 8.1). Since w $ A, {t, u, w, x} 
is a 4-clique. Also by Corollary 3, su is K’-uncovered. Therefore K’ U {{s, CL, v}} 
contradicts the choice of K’. 
If s - w, then s + V, t -u and t 7~ w (Fig. 8.2). Let r be another vertex in A, 
then r + v, and hence r -s, and so r + w. Thus the induced subgraph of G(x) on 
{r, s, t, u, u, w} is isomorphic to wTs, a contradiction. 
Subcase 2.2: w E A (see Fig. 9.1). It is easy to see that f-f- u and s + w. 
If B E K’, then su and sx are K-uncovered, and hence s -+ v by Corollary 3. If 
B $ K’, then one of su and sx is K’-uncovered, and hence s + v by Lemma 5. 
Therefore we assume that s ?L v. So s - t. 
If A is not a 4-clique and r is another vertex in A, then r +s and r + v. 
Therefore the induced subgraph of G(u) on {r, s, v, x} is isomorphic to K,,,, a 
contradiction. So we assume that A is a 4-clique. 
(a) su is K-uncovered. 
If {s, t, x} and {v, w, x} are K-uncovered, then L = (K\A) U {{s, t, u, x}, 
{u, v, w, x}} contradicts the choice of K. So at least one of {s, t, x} and {v, w, x} 
is K-covered. If both {s, t, x} and {v, w, x) are K-covered, then we can find two 
other vertices y and z such that y is in the member C of K covering {v, w, x} and 
z is in the member of K covering {s, t, x} (see Fig. 9.2). It is easy to see that 
y ?L u and z +- u. We claim that y -t-s, since otherwise the induced subgraph of 
G(x) on {s, u, v, w, y} is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (2). Similarly z -t-v. 
Also we claim that y -t, since otherwise the induced subgraph of G(x) on 
{s, t, u, v, w, y} is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (8). Similarly, z - w. Note 
that z +y, since otherwise {t, w, x} would be contained in two members of K. So 
s ” Y u ” 
Fig. 9.1 Fig. 9.2 Fig. 9.3 
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the induced subgraph of G(x) on {u, W, y, z} is isomorphic to K1,3, a contradic- 
tion. Hence exactly one of {$, t, x} and {v, w, x} is K-covered. 
If {v, w, x} is K-covered by C and y is another vertex in C (Fig. 9.3), then 
y-t-s and y- t by the above argument, and C is a 4-clique (otherwise, let r be 
another vertex in C, then r + s and r + u, hence the induced subgraph of G(x) on 
{r, s, u, 21, w, y} is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (7)). Let L = (K\A) U 
{{s, t, u, x}}. Then L satisfies (S’). Note that L contains all cliques of size 25. By 
the choice of K, at least one of tw and uw is L-uncovered since su is L-covered. 
Since su is K-uncovered, tx is only K-covered once by Lemma 4. Now if tw is 
L-uncovered, then no other member of K except C and A will intersect the 
4-clique {t, w, x, y} at a triangle. And by Lemma 2, ty cannot be K-covered 
twice. Hence M = (L\C) U {T, {t, w, x, y}} contradicts the choice of K. So we 
can assume that tw is L-covered, and hence st and sx are K-covered by the choice 
of K. Therefore su is K’-uncovered and uw is L-uncovered. It is obvious that ‘L is 
also in Q. Let L’ = L U (K’\ (K U {B})). Then L’ E Q’ and satisfies (S’), since 
otherwise at least one of st, su and sx is K’-covered twice, and this is impossible 
by Lemma 7. Certainly UZI is L’-uncovered. Now if uw is L’-covered, then it is 
also K’-covered by a triangle, and hence there is a vertex r such that ru and rw 
are K-uncovered and {r, u, w} is contained in some 4-clique. Because the edges 
ru and rw are also L-uncovered, we have a contradiction by Corollary 3. So we 
assume that uw is also L’-uncovered. Hency by Lemma 5, L’ U {{u, IJ, w}} 
contradicts the choice of K’. 
So we can assume that {s, t, x} is K-covered. Note that in the above proof, we 
only need uv to be K’-uncovered. Since sx and ux are K-covered, B 4 K’, and 
hence su is K’-uncovered. Therefore the above argument also works here and 
that leads to a contradiction. 
(b) sx is K-uncovered. 
By (a), su is K-covered. So sx is K’-uncovered and hence B $ K’. Also by the 
same argument as in (a), we can assume that both {s, t, u} and {v, w, x} are 
K-covered, say, by C = {s, t, u, y} and D = {v, w, x, z}. Furthermore we can also 
assume that y+v, y-w and z+s, z- t (since y +x and z + u). See Fig. 10.1. 
Since sx is K-uncovered, ts and tx are K-covered once. Now we claim that both ts 
and tx are K-covered only once. 
Fig. 10.1 Fig. 10.2 
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If tx is K-covered twice, then there is a {r, t, x} in K”. Hence either rt and rx 
are K-uncovered or one of them is K’-uncovered, and so r 7~s by Corollary 3 and 
Lemma 5. Hence r - w in order to avoid K,,, in G(x), and therefore r + u and 
r 4 z. But then the induced subgraph of G(x) on {r, u, w, z} is isomorphic to 
K 1,37 a contradiction. So tx is K-covered only once. 
If ts is K-covered twice, then the other member of K” covering ts besides C is a 
triangle, say {r, s, t} (see Fig. 10.2). It is easy to see that r -r-x. So r -y and 
r 4~. Also r-f-w, since otherwise the induced subgraph of G(w) on 
{r, t, u, v, x, y} is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (8) if r + u or the induced 
subgraph of G(w) on {r, t, u, v, y} is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (2) if 
r - v. If {r, t, y} is K-covered, then we have a new vertex q such that q - r, t and 
y. Thus q -f-s, and so q -w (otherwise the induced subgraph of G(t) on 
{q, s, w, y} is isomorphic to K1,3). Hence q 4 u, since otherwise {q, t, u, w, y} 
would be in some member of K intersecting A at a triangle. Also q 4x, since 
otherwise q 4 z and then the induced subgraph of G(w) on {q, u, x, z} is 
isomorphic to K1,3. Therefore, the induced subgraph of G(w) on {q, t, u, u, x, y} 
is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (8) if q 4 u or the induced subgraph of G(w) 
on {q, t, u, v, y} is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (2) if q - 2r, a contradic- 
tion. So {r, t, y} is K-uncovered. Therefore yt is K-covered only once by Lemmas 
3 and 4, since at least one of rs and rt is K-uncovered. Also notice that uw is 
K-covered once by Lemma 3. We infer that no other member of K can intersect 
{t, u, w, y} at a triangle except A and C. So wy cannot be K-covered twice by 
Lemma 2. Hence L = (K\ {A, C}) U {{s, t, u, x}, {t, u, w, y}} satisfies (S’) and sy 
is L-uncovered, i.e., sy is K-covered only once. Thus {r, s, y} is K-uncovered. 
Therefore L U {{r, s, t, y}} contradicts the choice of K. So ts is K”-covered once. 
So let M” = (K”\B) U {{s, t, x}}, then ux is M-covered once. We can use 
exactly the same argument for ux and M”, since u 4s or t, that is, a 4-clique 
containing II contains neither s nor t. Certainly u2r is M”-uncovered. So we can 
assume that ux is only w-covered once. Therefore M” U {{u, V, x}} contradicts 
the choice of K”. That completes the proof. 0 
If each edge of G is K-covered at least once for some K” in Q”, then we can 
form a weak design D with (S) by simply adding to K” all those edges of G which 
are K-covered exactly once. 
8. K”-uncovered edges; the constructions of F 
For any K” E Q”, we construct a new collection D by deleting and adding 
triangles so that K”-covered edges are D-covered without destroying (S’). 
Let F = {D: D can be obtained as above and D has as few members as possible 
under the condition that it covers as many distinct edges as possible}. 





Then any D in F satisfies (S’), and each edge in some 4-clique of G is 
D-covered at least once by Lemma 8. Also we can associate with D a K in Q in a 
natural way. 
Lemma 9. For any D E F, each edge of G is D-covered. 
Proof. If uv is a D-uncovered edge, then it is in no 4-clique but is contained in 
some triangle, say {u, v, w}. If neither uw nor VW is D-covered twice, then 
D U {{u, v, w}} contradicts the choice of D. So at least one of uw and VW, say 
the latter, is D-covered twice by A = {v, w, x} and B = {v, w, y} (since if one of 
A and B is not a triangle, then we can select x and y so that x + y. Since uv is in 
no 4-clique, u +x or y. Thus the induced subgraph of G(w) on {u, v, x, y } is 
isomorphic to K1,3). Hence x -y (see Fig. ll.l), and so {v, w, x, y} is a 4-clique. 
It is obvious that VW is K-uncovered. So we can assume that at least one of xv 
and xw and at least one of yv and yw are D-covered only once (otherwise, D\A 
or D\B contradicts the choice of D). By symmetry, let xv be D-covered twice. 
Then xw is K-uncovered, and by Corollary 3, yw is K-uncovered. Hence yv is 
D-covered twice, and {v, x, y } is K-covered by C = {v, x, y, z, . . . } (Fig. 11.1). 
Thus z + w. 
We can assume that z #u, since otherwise in G(v) the induced subgraph on 
{u, w, x, y, z} is isomorphic to the forbidden graph (2). Also we can assume that 
C is a 4-clique, since otherwise there is a new vertex z’ in C such that z’ + u or w, 
and then in G(v) the induced subgraph on {u, w, x, y, z, z’} is isomorphic to the 
forbidden graph (7). 
Case 1: xy is D-covered twice. 
Since xy can only be K-covered once by Lemma 3, the other member of D 
containing xy is a triangle, say {t, x, y}. By the choice of D, t is different from v 
and w. Hence one of tx and ty is K-uncovered, and so f 7~ w by Corollary 3. Thus 
t - z. By symmetry, we assume that fx is K-uncovered (Fig. 11.2) (since yw is also 
K-uncovered). 
If {t, y, z} is not K-covered, then L = (K\C) U {{v, w, x, y}, {t, x, y, z}} 
contradicts the choice of K. Let {t, y, z} be K-covered by D = {s, t, y, z, . . .}. Then 
obviously u, v, w, and x are not in D. So s +x. We claim that s - v. Since if 
s + v, then in G(y) the induced subgraph on {s, I, v, w, x, z} is isomorphic to the 
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forbidden graph (8) if s + w or the induced subgraph on {s, t, w, x, z} is 
isomorphic to the forbidden graph (2) if s - w, a contradiction (Fig. 11.2). 
Therefore we can assume that D is a 4-clique, since otherwise there is a new 
vertex r in D such that {r, s, v, y, z} is K-covered. Hence {v, y, z) is K-covered 
twice, which contradicts (S’). 
Let L=(K\{C, D})U{{ v, w, x, y}, {t, x, y, z}}. Then L satisfies (S’) and 
covers at least four K-uncovered edges. Possible L-uncovered edges which are 
K-covered are st, sy, sz and vz, and hence all of them should be L-uncovered by 
the choice of K. Therefore L U { { s, v, y, z}} contradicts the choice of K. 
Case 2: xy is not D-covered twice. 
Since each of wx and wy is D-covered only once, E = (D\A) U {{w, x, y}} is 
also in F, but VW is only E-covered once. Since we can use exactly the same 
argument for uw (since u +x or y, that is, a 4-clique containing u contains neither 
x nor y), we can assume that uw is E-covered only once. Hence the new 
collection E U {{u, v, w}} contradicts the choice of D! The proof is 
completed. Cl 
9. Main theorem 
Theorem. If G is a neighbourhood fine graph with the property that each edge of 
G lies on a triangle, then G is the point graph of a weak design with (S). 
Proof. By Lemma 9, we have a collection E of subgraphs of G with (S’). Now we 
can form the weak design D by just adding to E all those edges which are 
E-covered only once. Then D has (S), which completes the proof. q 
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